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Description:

“Our most provocative scholar of American power” reveals the forces behind the assassination of JFK—and their continuing influence over our
world (David Talbot, Salon).On November 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy was gunned down in Dallas by Lee Harvey Oswald. Shortly
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after, Oswald himself was killed. These events led many to believe there was a far greater plan at work, with a secret cabal of powerful men
manipulating the public and shaping US policies both at home and abroad for their own interests.But no one could imagine how right they
were.Beneath the orderly façade of the American government, there lies a complex network, only partly structural, linking Wall Street influence,
corrupt bureaucracy, and the military-industrial complex. Here lies the true power of the American empire. This behind-the-scenes web is
unelected, unaccountable, and immune to popular resistance. Peter Dale Scott calls this entity the deep state, and he has made it his life’s work to
write the history of those who manipulate our government from the shadows. Since the aftermath of World War II, the deep state’s power has
grown unchecked, and nowhere has it been more apparent than that day at Dealey Plaza.In this landmark volume, Scott traces how culpable
elements in the CIA and FBI helped prepare for the assassination, and how the deep state continues to influence our politics today.As timely and
important as ever in the current chaotic political climate, Dallas ’63 is a reality-shattering, frightening exposé not of those who govern us—but of
those who govern those who govern us.

Once again the intrepid Peter Dale Scott takes us into that claustrophobic wilderness of mirrors where the criminal underworld meets the
establishment upperworld in the sub-rosa labyrinth of the Deep State. Scott is the premier synthesizer unearthing all the various seemingly
unconnected strands of hard documentary factual evidence and counterfactual hypothesizing concerning the November 22, 1963 coup détat.He
begins by addressing head-on the seminal question of Who was Lee Harvey Oswald? in a brilliantly sketched portrait we have not seen before.
The intelligence services (especially the CIAs chief of counterintelligence James Jesus Angleton - Associate Deputy Director of Operations for
Counterintelligence (ADDOCI) suspected a Soviet mole had penetrated the dank bowels of the Deep State and obtained highly secret information
concerning the U-2 spy plane. Soon an elaborate multilayered mole hunt began. Abroad, the CIA/State Department dangled Oswald as a US
Marine radar operator defector to the Soviets, while in the US they compiled a byzantine, contradictory and ever-shifting documentary legend of
manipulated and altered biographical data concerning Oswald as a trap to snare whom among the various interagency intelligence personnel who
accessed his files was the possible mole. Upon his return to the US, Oswald continued his counterintelligence role as agent provocateur, informer,
and ultimately as patsy.In my personal library I have several thousand books, hundreds relating to the covert and overt background concerning the
assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy. From every chapter, from every page of Dallas 63, leaps long forgotten names and events
from these shelved volumes which Scott has masterfully woven into a head-spinning narrative describing the sinister milieu of intriguers from that
period.This concise ebook is unlike any previous work on the subject in its magisterial detail of facts and scrupulous documentation of sources. I
highly recommend it to the experienced JFK Assassination research community.
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